
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Individual Year Group Plans 

Geography 2020-2021 
 



 Intent 
At Co-op Academy Brownhill we aim for a high-quality geography curriculum which should inspire in pupils a curiosity and fascination about the world and its 

people. Our teaching equips pupils with knowledge about places and people; resources in the environment; physical and human processes; formation and use 

of landscapes. We also want children to develop geographical skills: collecting and analysing data; using maps, globes, aerial photographs and digital mapping 

to name and identify countries, continents and oceans; and communicating information in a variety of ways. We want children to enjoy and love learning about 

geography by gaining this knowledge and skills, not just through experiences in the classroom, but also with the use of fieldwork and educational visits.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Implementation 
The curriculum is led and overseen by the Geography lead. Alongside senior leaders the Geography lead will oversee a programme of monitoring, evaluation and review 

and the celebration of good practice will contribute to the ongoing commitment to evolve and improve further.  

The following principles and practices underpin the implementation of the Geography curriculum at Coop Academy Brownhill. 

• Children are taught a sequence of skills and knowledge, enabling strong and relevant links to be made to previous learning. These will be referred to in lessons to 
develop schemas in the long-term memory. E.g. In year one children look at the weather and in year 4 they use that knowledge to explore climate zones. In year 3 
children learn about mountains and then use this knowledge to explore volcanoes in year 6.  

• The use of knowledge organisers are to aid teachers in planning the knowledge and skills and children and parents understanding the expectations by the end of the 
unit.   

• Class books/novels are used effectively to strengthen pupils understanding of geographical features and language/ vocabulary. 

• High quality visits and visitors are planned to give meaning and context to knowledge that they have learnt.  

•  Tier 2 and 3 vocabulary is taught within the unit and reinforced throughout the year.  

• Where possible links are made to other curriculum areas ensuring that we allow for repetition of learning in a variety of contexts.   

• Learning is revisited to deepen understanding. 

• The cooperative values and ways of being, British values and PHSE are threaded through the Geography curriculum to link Geography to their lives and explore their 
heritage and enhance cultural capital.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Impact 
• Children will develop a deep knowledge, understanding and appreciation of their local area in its place within the wider world. 

• Children will become increasingly critical and analytical within their thinking, making informed judgements based on their knowledge of the world around them. 

• Have the ability to reach clear conclusions and develop a reasoned argument to explain findings. 

• Children will build an increasing understanding of geographical terminology and language. 

• Children will have a sound knowledge of geographical features and how they have shaped the world they currently live in. 

• Children will develop enquiry skills to pursue their own interests within a topic and further questioning. 

• Children to develop their confidence in using different fieldwork skills and techniques. 

• Where applicable, children will have encountered or participated in high-quality visits/visitors to further appreciate the impact of Geography. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Overview 
 HT1 HT2 HT3 HT4 HT5 HT6 

Nursery  Seasons and Weather    Natural environment 

and the world 

Reception  Seasons and weather.   How environments 

where 

different animals live 

differ 

or are the same 

 

Year 1  Weather  Comparing Nigeria and 

the UK. 

  

Year 2 Comparing UK and 

Peru. 

   Seaside environment 

Whitby 

 

Year 3   Mountains  Contrasting study: 

China/UK 

 

Year 4    Climate zones  

 

 

 Contrasting Study 

Russia/ UK 

Year 5  Contrasting study 

Poland/ UK 

 River study 

 

 

  

Year 6  Earthquakes and 

volcanoes.  

The Amazon. 

Environment study 

 

 

 

  



Skills Progression 
 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Geographical Enquiry *Teacher led enquiries, to ask 
and respond to simple closed 
questions. 
* Use information 
books/pictures as sources of 
information. 
* Investigate their 
surroundings  
*Make observations about 
where things are e.g. within 
school or local area. 

*Children encouraged to ask 
simple geographical 
questions; 
Where is it? What's it like? 
*Use NF books, stories, maps, 
pictures/ photos and internet 
as sources of information. 
*Investigate their 
surroundings 
*Make appropriate 
observations about why 
things happen. 
*Make simple comparisons 
between features of different 
places. 

*Begin to ask/initiate 
geographical questions 
* Use NF books, stories, 
atlases, pictures/photos and 
internet as sources of 
information. 
* Investigate places and 
themes at more than one 
scale  
* Begin to collect and record 
evidence  
* Analyse evidence and begin 
to draw conclusions e.g. make 
comparisons between two 
locations using photos/ 
pictures, temperatures in 
different locations. 

Ask and respond to questions 
and offer their own ideas.  
* Extend to satellite images, 
aerial photographs 
*Investigate places and 
themes at more than one 
scale 
* Collect and record evidence 
with some aid 
* Analyse evidence and draw 
conclusions e.g. make 
comparisons between 
locations photos/pictures/ 
maps 

*Begin to suggest questions 
for investigating *Begin to use 
primary and secondary 
sources of evidence in their 
investigations 
* Investigate places with 
more emphasis on the larger 
scale; contrasting and distant 
places  
* Collect and record evidence 
unaided  
* Analyse evidence and draw 
conclusions e.g. compare 
historical maps of varying 
scales e.g. temperature of 
various locations - influence 
on people/everyday life 

* Suggest questions for 

investigating • Use primary 
and secondary sources of 
evidence in their 
investigations.  
* Investigate places with 
more emphasis on the larger 
scale; contrasting and distant 
places  
* Collect and record evidence 
unaided  
* Analyse evidence and draw 
conclusions e.g. from field 
work data on land use 
comparing land 
use/temperature, look at 
patterns and explain reasons 
behind it 

Direction/ Location  Follow directions (Up, down, 
left/right, 
forwards/backwards) 

Follow directions (as yr 1 and 
inc’. NSEW) 

*Use 4 compass points to 
follow/give directions 
* Use letter/no. co-ordinates 
to locate features on a map 

*Use 4 compass points well:  
* Begin to use 8 compass 
points;  
* Use letter/no. co-ordinates 
to locate features on a map 
confidently. 

*Use 8 compass points;  
* Begin to use 4 figure 
coordinates to locate features 
on a map 

*Use 8 compass points 
confidently and accurately; * 
Use 4 figure co-ordinates 
confidently to locate features 
on a map.  
* Begin to use 6 figure grid 
refs; use latitude and 
longitude on atlas maps 

Drawing Maps * Draw picture maps of 
imaginary places and from 
stories. 

*Draw a map of a real or 
imaginary place. (e.g. add 
detail to a sketch map from 
aerial photograph) 

*Try to make a map of a short 
route experienced, with 
features in correct order;  
* Try to make a simple scale 
drawing 

*Make a map of a short route 
experienced, with features in 
correct order; 
* Make a simple scale 
drawing. 

*Begin to draw a variety of 
thematic maps based on their 
own data. 

*Draw a variety of thematic 
maps based on their own 
data. 
* Begin to draw plans of 
increasing complexity 

Representation Use own symbols on 
imaginary map. 

*Begin to understand the 
need for a key 
* Use class agreed symbols to 
make a simple key. 

*Know why a key is needed. 
* Use standard symbols. 

* Know why a key is needed. 
*Begin to recognise symbols 
on 
an OS map 

*Draw a sketch map using 
symbols and a key;  
* Use/recognise OS map 
symbols. 

*Use/recognise OS map 
symbols; 
* Use atlas symbols. 

Using maps * Use a simple picture map to 
move around the school; 
* Recognise that it is about a 
place. 

*Follow a route on a map. 
* Use a plan view. 
* Use an infant atlas to locate 
places. 

Locate places on larger scale 
maps e.g. map of Europe. 
Follow a route on a map with 
some accuracy. (e.g. whilst 
orienteering)  

* Locate places on large scale 
maps, (e.g. Find UK or India 
on globe) 
* Follow a route on a large 
scale map 

*Compare maps with aerial 
photographs.  
* Select a map for a specific 
purpose. (E.g. Pick atlas to 
find Taiwan, OS map to find 
local village.) 
* Begin to use atlases to find 
out about other features of 

*Follow a short route on an 
OS map. Describe features 
shown on OS map.  
* Locate places on a world 
map. 
* Use atlases to find out 
about other features of 



places. (e.g. find wettest part 
of the world) 

places. (e.g. mountain 
regions, weather patterns) 

Scale and distance. Use relative vocabulary (e.g. 
bigger/smaller, like/dislike) 

Begin to spatially match 
places (e.g. recognise UK on a 
small scale and larger scale 
map) 

*Begin to match boundaries 
(E.g. find same boundary of a 
country on different scale 
maps.) 

Begin to match boundaries 
(E.g. find same boundary of a 
county on different scale 
maps.) 

*Measure straight line 
distance on a plan.  
* Find/recognise places on 
maps of different scales. (E.g. 
river Nile.) 

*Use a scale to measure 
distances.  
* Draw/use maps and plans at 
a range of scales. 

Perspective Draw around objects to make 
a plan. 

Look down on objects to 
make a plan view map. 

Begin to draw a sketch map 
from a high view point. 

Draw a sketch map from a 
high view point. 

Draw a plan view map with 
some accuracy 

Draw a plan view map 
accurately. 

Map Knowledge Learn names of some places 
within/around the UK. E.g. 
Home town, cities, countries 
e.g. Wales, France. 

Locate and name on UK map 
major features e.g. London, 
River Thames, home location, 
seas. 

Begin to identify points on 
maps A,B and C 

Begin to identify significant 
places and environments 

• Identify significant places 
and environments 

Confidently identify 
significant places and 
environments 

Style of map *picture maps and globe Find land/sea on globe. 
* Use teacher drawn base 
maps. 
* Use large scale OS maps. 
*Use an infant atlas 

*Use large scale OS maps. 
* Begin to use map sites on 
internet.  
* Begin to use junior atlases.  
* Begin to identify features on 
aerial/oblique photographs. 

*Use large and medium scale 
OS maps.  
* Use junior atlases.  
* Use map sites on internet.  
* Identify features on 
aerial/oblique photographs. 

* Use index and contents 
page within atlases. 
* Use medium scale land 
ranger OS maps. 

*Use OS maps 
* Confidently use an atlas. 
*Recognise world map as a 
flattened globe. 

 

 

 

 

 



Reception 

 

  

Map and Fieldwork skills 

 

• Use a globe to point out where England is. 

• Use a map for children to see where Leeds 
is.  

• Use google maps and street view for 
children to bring in their addresses and find 
their houses and streets to lead discussions. 

• Draw a picture of where they live.  

• Draw a map of how they get to school. 

• Use a globe to find where the different 
countries are.   

• Invite guest speakers in such as parents to 
talk about home countries and their 
experiences. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reception Geography 

   Knowledge and Links to the EYFS 

“To know about similarities and differences in relation to places, objects, materials and living things. They talk about the 
features of their own immediate environment and how environments might vary from one another. ELG”. 

• I can talk about where I live. 

• I can talk about the type of building I live in i.e. a flat, a house, a bungalow.  

• I can talk about the different features of the building where I live i.e. doors, window, how many floors, how many 
rooms etc.  

• I can talk about the street I live in and what I can see i.e. Trees? Roads? Paths? Grass? Other houses? 

• I can talk about the city I live in (Leeds) and talk about the different places I have visited i.e. a park, city centre and 
places of interest such as museum, Kirkstall Abbey, the royal armouries etc.  

• I can talk about other countries and their similarities and differences between England and where I live. 

• I will learn about the following countries; England, Africa, Australia, France and Italy.  

• I know that the UK is an Island which is the same as Australia but I know the UK is a small island whereas Australia is 
big.  

• I know that that in Africa, France and Italy the people speak a different language.  

• I can talk about how you can travel to the different counties and how long it might take to get there.  

• I can talk about the weather in the different countries and how it is different to the weather in England.  

• I can talk about the different foods they eat in the different countries and how it is different to the food we may eat in 
England.  

• I can talk about different landmarks in the different countries.  

• I can talk about the different animals and how that is different to the animals found in England.  

• I can talk about the clothes people wear in different counties and how that differs to the clothes we wear in England.  
 

Vocabulary 

Map, globe, different, similar, weather, seasons, country, world, environment, hot, cold, island, sea, ocean, mountains, buildings, language, river, coast, beach, clothes, landmarks, 
features, food, city, town, village, bridge, house, flat, bungalow, path, road, trees, pond, park, school 



Year 1 – Weather (Key Study) 

 

 

Map and Fieldwork skills 

 

• I can ask and respond to simple closed 

questions. 

• I can use books and the internet to find out 

information to answer questions we have 

about the weather.  

• I can make simple observations about the 

weather.  

• I can use my own weather symbols on a 

map of the U.K.  

• I know the names of certain places in the 

U.K. such as countries and the city and 

county we live.  

• I can use a picture map and globe to see 

how weather is different around the world.  

• I can identify the equator on a map and on 

a globe.   

 

Year 1 Geography 

Knowledge 

 

• I can identify different types of weather.  

• I know that weather changes throughout the year.  

• I know that we generally have different weather in each season of the year.  

• I know that weather affects our lives such as; the clothes we wear; how we travel and the activities we can do.   

• I know that people can forecast the weather and we can learn about what the weather might be like by looking at a 

weather map. I know that weather maps of the U.K. show; England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland 

• I know that certain weathers may cause certain dangers such as flooding and heatwaves.  

• I know the weather is different in different parts of the world. I know how this affects living conditions and physical 

features of the environment. 

• I know that how hot or cold a country depends on how close the country is to the equator.   
 

Vocabulary 

Sunny, rainy, cloudy, cold, hot, foggy, snowy, icy, stormy, thunder, lightning, sleet, hail, dry, wet, rainbow, drizzle, windy, Spring, summer, autumn, winter, temperature, forecast, weather 
map, weather symbols, England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland, flood, heatwave, severe, dangerous, environment, world, map, globe, continents (Africa, Europe, Asia, Oceania, North 
and South America, Antarctica), equator. 

 



Year 1 – Contrasting Location (Leeds and Nigeria) 

 

Vocabulary 

North, South, East, West, atlas, 
globe, continent, Africa, Europe, 
mountain range, lake, forest, 
rainforest, mangrove, swamp, 
savannah, hill, river, vegetation, 
climate, tropical, temperate, 
seasons, city, town, village, house, 
shop, farm, farming, soil, crop, 
plant, tree.  

Map and Fieldwork skills 

 

• I can ask and respond to 

simple closed questions. 

• I can use books and the 

internet to find out 

information to answer 

questions we have about the 

weather.  

• I can make simple 

observations about the 

weather.  

• I can use my own weather 

symbols on a map of the U.K.  

• I know the names of certain 

places in the U.K. such as 

countries and the city and 

county we live.  

• I can use a picture map and 

globe to see how weather is 

different around the world.  

• I can identify the equator on 

a map and on a globe.   

Year 1  UK/ Nigeria (World Geography)  Making comparisons 

Knowledge 

• I know that Leeds is in the U.K., which is in the continent of Europe.  

• I know that Nigeria is in West Africa.   

• I know that the capital of the U.K is London 

• I know that the capital of Nigeria is Abuja.   

Features Of Leeds and Peru 

 Human Features Physical Features 

UK  
(Leeds) 

• I know that English is the official language of the U.K.  

• I know that London is the U.K’s biggest city.   

• All children in Leeds go to school.  

• The U.K. has a successful music and film industry. 

• I know everyone in the U.K has access to clean 
drinking water. 

• I know that Leeds has a temperate climate with four 
seasons.  

• I know that the U.K. is an island and has many beaches. 

• I know that around Leeds there are many grassed areas, 
woodlands, moors and some mountains.  

• I can name some animals in the U.K. such as; squirrels, 
rabbits, sheep and cows.  

• I know that the tallest mountain in the U.K. is Ben Nevis 
in Scotland, which is 1,345 meters tall. 

Nigeria 
 
 
 
 
 

• I know there are over 500 languages spoken in Nigeria.  

• I know that the biggest city in Nigeria is Lagos.  

• 40% of 6-11 year olds in Nigeria do not go to school.  

• Nigeria is the most populated country in Africa. It is the 
7th most populated in the world. 

• Nigeria is famous for its music and singers such as Fela 
Kuti.  

• Nigeria has a successful movie industry called 
Nollywood.  

• I know popular foods in Nigeria include; coconut rice, 
bean stews and yam pudding.  

• Not everybody in Nigeria has access to clean water. 
 

• I know that Nigeria has a tropical climate with two 
seasons: the wet and dry seasons. In most of Nigeria, it 
is hot and wet for the majority of the year. The dry 
season lasts from April to October. The wet season 
lasts from October to April.  

• I know that Nigeria has tropical rainforests, mangroves, 
swamps and river deltas. 

• I know that in the savannah of Nigeria there are 
giraffes and elephants.  

• I know that cocoa and rubber trees grow in Nigeria.  

• I can name some animals that live in Nigeria such as; 
crocodiles, crabs, chimpanzees, hippos, parrots and 
monkeys.  

• I know that the tallest hill in Nigeria is Chapal Waddi. It 
is 2,419 meters tall. Nigeria is not a mountainous 
country. 

• Nigeria is four times the size of the UK. It is the 32nd 
largest country in the world. 



Year 2 – Seaside (Key Study) 

 

Real life experiences 

Trip to Whitby; using different maps; aerial 
photographs, os maps etc, show the children the 
different landmarks and aspects of a coastal town, 
e.g. a harbour, port, beach, cliff. 

 

 

Map and Fieldwork skills 

• I can use simple compass directions to describe 
the location of features and routes on a map. 

• I can use locational and directional language to 
describe the location of features and routes on 
a map, for example, the lighthouse is near the 
harbour.  

• I know what a key is and why we use it so I can 
draw a key for a map given to me by 
identifying its main features and using 
significant symbols for my key, e.g. a map of a 
seaside and drawing a key for a lighthouse. 

• I can draw a map by adding details onto a 
sketch map from an aerial photograph; for 
example, looking at a photograph of Whitby 
and adding details onto a sketch map. 

• I can identify the coast on a map and therefore 
can locate Whitby using different scale maps. 

Year 2 Geography 

Knowledge 

• I know what a seaside is based on its geographical features, e.g. on the coast, with a beach and a sea. 

• I can ask questions about where and what a coastal town is like, for example, do people live in a coastal 
town? Do people go on holiday to a coastal town? What shops are in a coastal town? 

• I know that Whitby is a coastal town that is in the UK. I can name other coastal towns and locate these on a 
map because I know what a coast is. 

• I can identify geographical aspects of a coastal town such as a lighthouse, a harbour and cliffs.  I can then 
identify them on a map of Whitby.  

• I know that Whitby has a port, harbour, beach, pier and cliff. 

• I know that historically coastal towns were very popular in Victorian times, but they have decreased in 
popularity now. I can give some reasons for this e.g. where did your grandparents go on holiday? Your 
grandparents might have had a holiday to Blackpool, but you go on holiday to Spain, why do you think this 
is? 

• Human Features 

• I know that a harbour is located on a coast and is where ships moor. Moor means to stop. 

• I know a port is a town or city with a harbour where ships load or unload cargo.  

• [I can use a key on a map to find both a port and harbour.] 

• I know a lighthouse is a tall building that has a light near the top. Lighthouses are built on the coast of an 
ocean or lake.  I know that a lighthouse is important because it protects ships from crashing into shore by 
sending the light out towards the sea. 

• I know that a shop in a coastal area is different to the shops I see on a daily basis. At a coast I would be 
more likely to see are ‘rock shops’, locally made craft stores, shops to sell tourist information and 
memorabilia of the town. 

• Physical Features  

• I know that a beach lies along the edge of an ocean, lake, or river. Materials such as sand, pebbles, rocks, 
and seashell fragments cover beaches 

• I know that a cliff is a vertical or very steep natural wall of rock at the edge of sea. I can locate a cliff on a 
map and I have some understanding that when the waves of the sea hit the rock of a cliff it can change its 
shape. 

• I know that seas are smaller than oceans and are usually located where the land and ocean meet. I can see 
the sea on a map. 

 
 

Vocabulary 

Physical features: beach, cliff, coast, sea,  
Key human features:, port, harbour 



Year 2 – Contrasting Location (London and Peru) 
Map and Fieldwork skills 

 

• Use an infant atlas and globe 
to locate the five Oceans. 

• Use an infant atlas and globe 
to locate the seven 
Continents. 

• Use the world Map to locate 
the UK and Peru. 

• Use different sized maps to 
locate the Uk and Peru. 

• Use a key to develop 
understanding of how to find 
a capital city; find London 
and Lima on a map. 

• Use the four compass points 
to describe the continent and 
countries in relation to each 
other. 

• Read a world map to identify 
cities nearby countries, and 
oceans. 

• Locate and name main 
features of the Uk on a map, 
including the River Thames. 
  

Year 1  London and Peru (World Geography)  Making comparisons 

Knowledge 

• I know that the UK is in Europe but Peru is in South America.  

• I know that the UK consists of Wales, England, Scotland and Northern Ireland. 

• I know the capital city of the UK is London but Peru’s capital city is Lima. 

• I know Peru has a coastline along the Pacific Ocean, but the UK is nearest the Atlantic. 

• I know that the UK has a larger population than Peru. 

• I know which the closest oceans to the UK and Peru are.  

• I know and can describe different landmarks in the UK and Peru. 

• I know farming is integral to Peru and which crops grow there – I can contrast this to the UK which does not farm as much because it 
pays countries like Peru for their produce. 

• I can compare the River Thames and the Amazon. 

• I can compare the climates in London and Peru. 
 

Features Of London and Peru 

 Human Features Physical Features 

UK  
(London) 

• The UK’s population is 66.65 million. 

• The UK’s flag is a combination of the countries it consists of, 
to make the union jack. 

• The UK has a Queen, her palace is Buckingham Palace which 
is found in London. 

• The UK has the oldest underground system of the world, the 
tube. 

• London has various landmarks including; St Paul’s Cathedral, 
Tower Bridge, Tower of London and Big Ben. 

• The main crop grown in the UK is wheat, closely followed by 
potatoes. 

• The most common language spoken is English. 

• London has an urban population and is filled with shops with 
very limited space for farming. 
 

• The climate of England is temperate, which means it is 
usually cloudy, windy, and rainy.  

• There are low mountains, hills, rivers, fertile land (good for 
farming), and cliffs along the coastline 

• The River Thames runs through London it is 215 miles long 
and it is the longest river in England! 

• The closest ocean to the UK is the Atlantic Ocean. 
 

Peru 
 
 
 
 

• Peru’s population is 9 million. 

• Peru’s flag is red and white with the national coat of arms in 
the centre of the white stripe. 

• The Andes Mountain runs through Peru along the coast from 
North to South. 

• Lake Titacaca is in Peru and is the highest lake in the world.  

• Peru is next to the Pacific Ocean. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The Incas lived in Peru and made beautiful temples and 
ancient ruins that continue to exist today such as Machu 
Picchu. 

• Machu Picchu is found in the Andes, it was once a large Inca 
city and now it is one of the most visited archaeological 
locations in Peru. 

• The main crops grown in Peru is asparagus and Potatoes. 
There are said to be over 3800 varieties of potato in Peru! 
The potatoes are grown in the high andes. 

• The most common language spoken is Spanish. 

• Peru has more spaces for farming and less places for shops 
like London. 

 

• The climate in Peru varies from tropical in the east to dry 
desert in the west and can be mild to freezing in the Andes.  

• The world’s largest rainforest, the Amazon, covers nearly half 
of Peru. It is called the ‘selva’ in Spanish and covers half of 
Brazil too. In this huge jungle you can find plants and 
animals that do not exist anywhere else on Earth. Scientists 
believe that there may be tribes of people who live in the 
Amazon who have never seen the outside world. 

 

Vocabulary 

North, South, East, West, atlas, 
globe, os map, aerial, satellite, 
continent, Africa, Asia, Antarctica, 
North America, South America, 
Australia Europe, mountain range, 
lake, rainforest, lake, ocean 
city, town, village,  farm, river 
tropical, desert, incas, macho 
picchu andes  

 



Year 3 – Mountains (Key Study) 

 

 

 

 

 

Map and Fieldwork skills 

 

• Locate the highest mountains in England, 
Ireland, Scotland and Wales on a map. 

• Locate the 7 summits on a map. 

• Use atlases to identify mountains/mountain 
ranges on a map. 

• To use a large scale map to identify the 7 
summits e.g. map of different continents or 
world map. 

• To use the 4 compass points to locate key 
mountains/mountain ranges (7 summits) on a 
map. 

• Use letter/number coordinates to identify 
mountains and surrounding towns/cities on a 
map. 

• To use standard symbols when drawing a map. 

• To draw a simple map featuring a 
mountain/mountain range. 

 

Year 3 Geography 

Knowledge 

• I know that a mountain is a physical feature which is at least 600 metres (1968 ft) in height. 

• I know that mountains are often found in groups called mountain ranges. 

• I can name and locate the 7 summits (the 7 highest peaks from each of the 7 continents) 

• I know that a mountain forms when tectonic plates collide. 

• I know that there are 4 types of mountain (Fold Mountains, Fault-block Mountains, volcanoes and Dome Mountains). 

• I can name examples of the different types of mountains. 

• I can identify the different features of mountains/mountain ranges. E.g. the summit, the peak, the slope, the valley 

• I know that mountains have their own climate and I can describe the typical climatic features of a mountain. 

• I know that communities can adapt and settle into mountain life and I can explain how mountain life compares to urban 
life. 

• I know that many types of farming takes place on or close to mountains, due to the rich soil and vegetation. 

• I know that many mountains e.g. the Alps are used in the tourist industry and for extreme sports. 

• I know that some mountains have avalanches and I can explain why these happen. 
 

Vocabulary 

Geographical  Vocabulary: Summit, peak, slope, valley, tectonic plate, fold mountain, fault-block mountain, volcano, dome mountain, climate, avalanche, continent, vegetation, minerals, 
altitude, settlements, communities, temperate, water vapour, crust, mantle, fractured plate, eruption, lava, crater, molten rock, viscous, magma, glacier, equator 
Locational Vocabulary: latitude, longitude, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, Eastern Hemisphere, Western Hemisphere, location, region. 

 



Year 3 – Contrasting Location (UK and China) 
Map and Fieldwork skills 

• I can use an atlas and a globe 
to identify the UK and China 
on a map. 

• I can use a world map to 
locate the different countries 
that border China. 

• I can use 4 compass points to 
describe where countries are 
in relation to each other and 
to identify key physical and 
human features. 

• I can use an OS map to follow 
the path of the Yangtze River 
and the River Severn. 

• I can plot the path of a river 
using simple co-ordinates. 

• I can use photographs to 
compare differences and 
similarities between the 
landscape of China and the 
UK. 

• I can locate the boundaries 
between the countries of the 
UK. 

• I can locate some of the 
provinces in China. 

• I can use simple symbols to 
identify key features of China 
and the UK on a map. 

 

Year 3  UK/ China (World Geography)  Making comparisons 

Knowledge 

• I know the UK is in Europe and China is in Asia. 

• I know that China is the fourth largest country on earth and has the largest population in the world, while England is a small island with a 
moderate population. 

• I know that China is bordered by 14 other nations, including India, Vietnam and Russia, whilst the UK is an Island made up of four 
countries; England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales 

• I know that the UK is surrounded by the English Channel, the North Sea, the Irish Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. 

• I know that China is surrounded by the China Sea and the Yellow Sea, which are both part of the Pacific Ocean. 

• I can compare the diverse landscape of China, which includes lush farmland, mountains, deserts, rainforests, grasslands and cities with 
the landscape in the UK, which includes flat plains, hills and low mountains. 

• I know that china has different climate zones; tropical in the South and subarctic to the North in comparison to the UK which has a 
temperate climate. 

• I know that both the UK and China’s landscape is 40 -45% farmland. 

• I can compare farming in the UK compared with China. 

• I can compare different foods eaten in the UK and China. 

• I can compare and contrast cultural differences between China and UK. 

• I know that 95% of China’s population live in the low-lying area of the Southeast which is farmland, in contrast to the UK (England) which 
is more evenly populated. 

• I can compare the megacities in China with the cities in the UK and compare different types of housing. 

• I understand that the most people in the UK work in the service industry and in China they work in the manufacturing industry and I can 
give examples of each. 

• I understand the importance of tourism in both China and UK and I can name popular tourist sites in each country. 

Features Of UK and China 

 Human Features Physical Features 

UK  
 

• Stonehenge was built 4500 years ago. 

• Hadrians wall was built by the Romans and stretches 
120km across Northern England. 

• Many castles built in the 12th Century still exist in 
Britain. 

• The UK is famous for stately homes. 

• Churches and cathedrals. 

 

• Scotland has the highest mountain in the UK, Ben Nevis. 

• Snowdonia is the highest mountain in Wales. 

• Scafell Pike is England’s highest mountain. 

• Slieve Donard is N. Ireland’s highest peak. 

• The longest river in the UK is the River Severn. 

• The UK has 17800km of coastline. 

• The UK is the least forested country in Europe (Galloway 
Forest in Scotland in the largest left) 

• The UK has over 1000 islands (99 populated). 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

China 
 
 
 
 

• The Great Wall of China stretches 8850 km across 
Northern China and is the most visited site in the 
country. 

• The world’s largest palace, is the Forbidden City in 
Beijing. 

• The Potala Palace in Tibet was the winter palace of the 
Dalai Lamas from 1649 to 1959. 

• There are many temples in China, the most famous 
being the Shaolin Temple. 

• Chinese towns and cities were built like fortresses and 
some still remain e.g. Pingyao 

• The Terracotta Warriors, protecting the tomb of the first 
emperor of China can be found in Xi’an. 

• The Himalayas are the highest mountains in China. 

• The highest mountain in the Himalayas is Mount Everest. 

• The Yangtze River runs through China and is the fourth 
longest river in the world. 

• The River Ganges and Mekong also start their lives in the 
mountains of China. 

• The Yellow River is China’s second longest river and is 
coloured yellow because of minerals in the water. 

• The Gobi desert covers China and Mongolia. 

• China’s most significant desert is the Taklamakon Desert 
and it is the second largest sand desert. 

• Much of China is covered by grassland used for coal 
mining and farming. 

• Off China’s coasts are the islands of Hong Kong and 
Taiwan. 
 

Vocabulary 

temperate, diverse, tropical, sub-
arctic, continent, grassland, 
rainforest, desert, mountain, hills, 
farmland, river, plain, farming, 
mining, population, countries, 
provinces, borders, location, 
service industry, manufacturing, 
agriculture, megacity, urban, rural, 
landscape, terrain, time zone, 
climate, North, South, East, West, 
community, culture 



Year 4 – Climate (Key Study) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map and Fieldwork skills 

• Locate Russia’s different climate zones on a 
map. 

• Locate Russia’s different biomes on a map. 

• Use atlases to identify different biomes and 
land uses 

• To use a large scale map to identify cities with 
different climates 

• To use the 4/8 compass points to locate key 
geographical features on a map. 

• Use letter/number coordinates to identify 
landscape features and towns/cities on a map. 

• To use standard symbols when drawing a map. 

• To draw a map featuring each climate zone 
and biome including land use 

 

Year 4 Geography 

Knowledge 

• I know that climate zones are divisions of the earth’s different climates into categories. 

• I know that climate zones are divided into four categories: arctic, temperate, subtropical and tropical 

• I know that different areas of Russia have different climates types and can explain the features of each and describe these 
using specific vocabulary 

• I know that different climates impact on the peoples, landscapes and plants and animals of those regions and can study a 
specific culture e.g. who lives in ‘extreme’ environments 

• I know that different ‘biomes’ (grassland, forest, tundra etc.) are influences by climate 

• I know that grasslands dominate at lower latitudes, coniferous forest is found further north and tundra is found even 
further north 

• I can describe each different way of life a particular climate creates. 

• I know that latitude has an impact on climate 

• I can consider how climate change will affect the frozen tundra and its peoples/ vegetation 
  

Vocabulary 

Vocabulary: biome, climate, arctic, temperate, tropical, subtropical, grassland,,coniferous forest,  tundra, latitude, biodiversity, equator, arctic circle, continent, permafrost, 
extreme, tree line, 
Locational Vocabulary: latitude, longitude, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, Eastern Hemisphere, Western Hemisphere, location, region. 

 



Year 4 – Contrasting Location (UK and Russia) 
Map and Fieldwork skills 

• Use an atlas and globe to 
locate Russia. 

• Use a map to locate different 
places within Russia.  

• Locate Lake Baikal and 
Waterloo Lake on a map and 
compare locations. 

• Use 4 compass points to 
locate towns/cities and key 
features within Russia.  

• Use 4 compass points to 
create own maps of UK and 
Russia. 

• Use letter/number 
coordinates to identify 
landscape features and 
towns/cities on a map. 

• To use standard symbols 
when drawing a map. 

 

Year 4  UK/ Russia (World Geography)  Making comparisons 

Knowledge 

• I can locate Russia on a world map. 

• I know Russia is the largest country in the world and has 4 climate zones and 11 time zones 

• I know Russia is in Europe and Asia, UK is in Europe. 

• I know Russia has land borders with 14 different countries compared the UK which is an island. 

• I know Russia has a coastline with the Arctic, Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, the Black and Baltic Sea the UK Irish, North Sea, Atlantic 
Ocean and English Channel. 

• I know Russia’s population is 144.5 million UK’s populations is 66.65 million. 

• I know Moscow is the largest city 11.5 million people, London 8.9 million. 

• I know Saint Petersburg is the 2nd largest city 4.8 million people, Birmingham 1.1 million. 

• I know urban living is a built up area with lots of houses. E.g. towns and cities. 

• I know rural living is an open area with few houses. E.g. countryside village. 

• I can compare rural and urban areas of Russia and the UK 

• I know Russia is a highly urbanised country; around 74% of Russians live in towns or cities. 

• I know most Russians travel by train, only 1/3 of people own a car. 

• I know in rural Russia, the people are mainly poor and they lack running water and electricity. Rural areas in the UK are close to urban 
areas. 

• I know many people in rural areas of Russia migrate to urban areas for education or work. 

• I know healthcare in rural areas of Russia is a lower quality than in urban areas.  

• I can locate Lake Baikal on a map of Russia. 

• I know it is in southern Siberia where the climate zone is subarctic. 

• I know it is the biggest and deepest fresh water reservoir in the world. 

• I know it is 395miles long, 12-50 miles wide and 1700m deep. 

• I know the lake is surrounded by mountains and fed by 330 rivers. 

• I know the lake has fish that exist only here in the world, over 1000 species of plants and 1550 species of animals including fish, deer, 
seals and bears. 

• I can compare Lake Baikal to Waterloo Lake in Roundhay Park. (Trip to Roundhay Park, speak to education centre for tour of the local 
ecosystem. Compare to Lake Baikal.) 

• I know Waterloo Lake was constructed by soldiers, is 18m deep and was originally used for boating.  

• I can create my own map of Waterloo Lake. 

• I can describe the human geography of Russia. 

• I know that it has lots of natural resources and provides the world more gas than any other country. 

• I know Russia has the largest number of forests in the world, 40 national parks and 100 wildlife reserves. The UK 10 national parks and 
224 wildlife reserves. 

• I know Russia’s main income is in oil/natural gas. The UK is agriculture. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• I know Russia’s main trading partners are Germany, Italy, China, Turkey Poland, Switzerland, UK, USA and Finland. UK main trading 
partners are EU, USA, German, Netherlands, France, China, and Ireland. 

• I can describe Russia’s tourist attractions and compare them to the attractions in the UK. 

• I know the 4 points on a compass. 

• I can identify St Petersburg and Moscow on an OS map. 

• I can identify Key places in SP or M using a map. 

• I can draw my own scale map of SP or M. 

• I can compare key places in SP or M to key places in Leeds. 

Features Of UK and China 

 Human Features Physical Features 

UK  
 

• Rural and urban areas densely populated. 

• Main trade is agriculture. 

• Similar climate in different areas. 

• Small island with 66million people 

• 1 time zone. 

Russia 
 
 
 
 

• Rural areas sparsely populated. Urban areas densely 
populated. 

• Main trade is gas/oil. 

• 4 climate zones across the country. 

• Largest country in the world 144 million people. 

• 11 time zones 

Vocabulary 

North, South, East, West, atlas, 
globe, time zone, climate zone, 
rural, urban, subarctic, continent, 
country, fresh water, migrate, 
population. 



Year 5 – Rivers (Key Study) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map and Fieldwork skills 

• Locate key rivers on a map 

• Use 8 Point compass points when identifying 
places on a map. 

• Collect and record information 

• Compare maps with aerial photographs 

• Use 4 figure co-ordinates to locate features on 
a map 

• Find/recognise places on maps of different 
scales 

 

Year 5 Geography 

Knowledge 

• I know that a river is freshwater flowing across the surface of the land, usually to the sea. 

• I know that rivers flow in channels. The bottom of the channel is called the bed and the sides of the channel are called the 
banks. 

• I know that rivers begin at their source in higher ground such as mountains or hills (upland areas), where rain water or 
melting snow collects and forms tiny streams. They always flow downhill because of gravity. 

• I know that they flow across the land (meandering), going around objects such as hills or large rocks. 

• I know that when one stream meets another and they merge together, the smaller stream is known as a tributary.  It 
takes many tributary streams to from a river. 

• I know that a river grows larger as it collects water from more tributaries along its course. 

• I know that as rivers flow, they erode, or wear away the land. Over a long period of time, rivers create valleys or gorges 
and canyons if the river is strong enough to erode rock. They take the sediment (bits of soil and rock) and carry it along 
with them. 

• I know that the great majority of rivers eventually flow into a larger body of water, like an ocean, sea or large lake. The 
end of the river is called the mouth. 

• I know that small rivers are usually known as streams, brooks or creeks. If they flow from underground, they are called 
springs. 

• I know that most settlements were built along major rivers. Rivers provide us with food, energy, recreation, 
transportation routes, irrigation for crops and for drinking 

• I know that land near rivers (floodplains) are often agricultural land as it is very fertile. 

• I know that the longest river in the UK is the River Severn – most important is the River Thames in London 

• I know that the longest river in the world is the River Nile 

• I know that the longest in North America is the Missouri River 

• I know that the longest in Europe is the Volga River 
 

Vocabulary 

Freshwater, channels, bed, banks, upland, streams, gravity, meandering, merge, tributary, river, erode, valleys, gorges, canyons, sediment, ocean, sea, mouth, brooks, creeks, 
underground, springs, settlements, food, energy, recreation, transportation, floodplains, agricultural land, River Severn, River Thames, River Nile, Missouri River, Volga River 

 



Year 5 – Contrasting Location (UK and Poland) 
Map and Fieldwork skills 

• Select map for a specific 
purpose - identify where in 
Europe UK and Poland is 

• Select map to identify specific 
places within Poland and UK 

• Draw a sketch map using 
symbols and a key/Use 
recognise OS map symbols 
both within Poland and UK 

• Use 8 compass points to 
identify significant areas 
within Poland and the UK 

• Use 4 figure co-ordinates to 
locate features in Poland and 
UK 

• Analyse evidence and draw 
conclusions. 

 

Year 5  UK/ Poland (World Geography)  Making comparisons 

Knowledge 

UK 
• I know that the UK is in Europe. 

• I know that United Kingdom is an island country, located off the north western coast of mainland Europe. 

• I know that Great Britain includes England, Wales and Scotland.  However, United Kingdom also includes Northern Ireland. 

• I know that London is the capital city of England. 

• I know that the United Kingdom is 130,279 km2 (50,301 sq mi) of land. 
 
Poland  

• I know that Poland is in Europe 

• I know that it has borders with seven other European countries – Germany, Russia, Lithuania, Ukraine, Slovakia, Czech Republic and 
Belarus 

• I know that Warsaw is the capital city of Poland. It was Krakow, which is Poland’s oldest city, until 1600 

• I know that Poland has 117,552 square miles of land (it is two and a half times as large as the UK) 
 

Features Of UK and China 

 Human Features Physical Features 

UK  
 

• I know that the UK has a population of 66.65 million (2019) 

• I know that England makes up about 84 per cent of the 
total population, Wales, 5 per cent, Scotland, 8.5 per cent, 
and Northern Ireland less than 3 per cent. 

• I know that English is the most widely spoken language in 
the UK and the majority practice Christianity 

• I know that the UK left the EU on 31st January 2020 

• I know that they use pound sterling in the UK 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• I know that England consists of mostly lowland terrain, with 
upland or mountainous terrain only found north-west of the 
Tees-Exe line.  

• I know that there are 40,000 lakes across the UK, 390 larger 
than 5 hectors. Five of England’s are classed as reservoirs 

• I know that Loch Ness lake in the Scottish Highlands has the 
largest volume of water 

• I know that there are 31,380 square kilometres (12,120 sq 
mi) of forest in Britain, around 30% is publicly owned and 
70% is in the private sector 

• I know that the highest point in the UK is Scafell Pike (978 
metres : 3208 ft.), Lake District National Park, Cumbria 

• I know that the UK has a temperate climate – gets cool, wet 
winters and warm, wet summers. 

• I know that the longest river in the UK at 354km is the River 
Severn 

• I know that land use in the UK is agricultural land: 71% 
arable land: 25.1%, permanent crops: 0.2%, permanent 
pasture: 45.7%  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• I know that more than half of the UK land area is farmland 
(fields, orchards), just over a third might be termed natural 
or semi-natural (moors, heathland, natural grassland), a 
little under 6% is built on (roads, buildings, airports, 
quarries) and 2.5% is green urban (parks, gardens, golf 
courses, sports pitches) 

 

Poland 
 
 
 
 

• I know that it has a population of almost 40 million people 

• I know that the people of Poland speak Polish, are known as 
poles and most of them are Roman Catholics – 90% 
(Christians) 

• I know that Poland's official name is the Republic of 
Poland. Once ruled by kings, Poland became a republic in 
1918 and a democracy in 1990. 

• I know that Poland joined the European Union in 2004 

• I know that Poland's borders have changed many times 
throughout history; its present borders were set after 
World War II. 

• I know that the Polish currency is the zloty (which means 
golden). 

 
 

 

 
 
 

• I know that most of Poland is made up of a flat plain. In the 
north there are so many small lakes that the area is known 
as the 'Land of a Thousand Lakes' 

• I know that the central lowlands had been formed by glacial 
erosion in the Pleistocene ice age 

• I know that one of Poland's major tourist attractions, the 
Wieliczka salt mine is where all the rooms are carved from 
salt.  

• Poland is the fourth most forested country in Europe 

• I know that the richness of Polish forests is more than twice 
as high as the European average containing 2.304 billion 
cubic metres of trees 

• I know that the peak of Rysy in the Tatra Mountains is the 
highest point in Poland at 2499m (8199ft). 

• I know that Poland’s climate can be described as a 
temperate climate with relatively cold winters and warm 
summers 

• I know that in the winter temperatures in Poland can drop 
to below -20° C and snow can lie on the ground for 60-70 
days. 

• The longest rivers is the Vistula -  1,047 kilometres (651 mi) 
long 

• I know that the two main forms of land use are agriculture 
and forestry. Farmland and forests jointly occupy nearly 
88% of Poland's territory. Farmland, which accounts for 
60.1 % includes arable land and permanent grassland 

 

Vocabulary 

United Kingdom, Poland, Europe, 
Great Britain, London, Northern 
Ireland, England, Wales, Scotland, 
London, Warsaw, Krakow, 
Christianity, lowland, terrain, 
upland, lakes, reservoirs, 
temperate climate, pound sterling, 
zloty, glacial erosion, forests, 
Vistula, Severn, arable 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vistula_River


Year 6 – Earthquakes and Volcanoes (Key Study) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary 

Continent, Pangea, continental drift, valley, mountains, core, mantle, crust. 
Tectonic plates, fault lines, boundaries, divergent, convergent, transform, epic-centre, seismology, seismologist, seismic waves, aftershock, foreshock, Richter scale. 
Collapse, destruction, tsunami, earthquake proofing. 
Volcano, magma, lava, crust, conical, vent, erupt, ash cloud, fertile. 

Map and Fieldwork skills 

• Locate the world’s continents using an atlas. 

• Use 8 Point compass points when identifying 
places on a map. 

• Using theoretical maps to understand the idea 
of continental drift. 

• Identify tectonic plates and fault lines. 

• Locate Key volcanoes on a map. 

• Use 6 figure grid references to locate 
volcanoes on a map. 

• Recognise and use OS map symbols to describe 
features on a map. 

• Draw maps to scale. 

• Investigate the consequences of a major 
earthquake. 

• Investigate a region prone to tectonic 
movement.(The pacific ring of fire). 

 

Year 5 Geography 

Knowledge 

Earthquakes: 

• I know that the continents were once one giant landmass (called “Pangea”) which broke apart to form the world’s 
continents.(Alfred Wagner’s theory of continental drift). 

• I can name the different layers in the cross section of the earth. 

• I know that tectonic plates are still moving and that these movements have created features such as mountains and 
volcanoes. 

• I know the different types of plate boundary (convergent, divergent and transform). 

• I know that these can result in earthquakes. 

• I know that earthquakes are measured on the Richter scale. 

• I know that a fault line is a break or crack in the ground that occurs when a tectonic plate moves. 

• I know that the epi-centre is the area with most energy during an earthquake. 

• I know that some earthquakes can occur with little or no impact whilst some earthquakes can cause catastrophic 
damage and loss of life. 

• I know that underwater earthquakes can cause a Tsunami. 
Volcanoes:  

• I know that volcanoes erupt when magma rises through weak cracks In the Earth’s crust as a result of a pressure 
build up in the Earth’s core. 

• When the pressure is released as a result of plate movement, magma explodes to the surface causing a volcanic 
eruption. 

• I know that the lava from the eruptions cool and form a new crust. 

• I know that as a result of numerous eruptions, volcanoes are formed from the new crust. 

• I can name the parts of a volcano (crater, magma reservoir and main vent). 

• I know that eruptions can differ in size. 

• Eruptions release magma which cools to form lava and clouds of ash. 

• I understand the benefits of volcanoes as well as the damage that they can cause (volcanoes can be beneficial as the 
soil in full of nutrients and can attract tourism). 

 



Year 6 – Contrasting Location (UK and Amazon) 

 

Vocabulary 

Continent, ecosystem, tropics, 
biodiversity, conservation, delta, 
river basin, source, mouth, biome, 
deciduous, coniferous, climate, 
rainforest, city, tribe, community, 
conservation. 
Deforestation, indigenous people, 
logging, slash and burn, 
commercial, sustainable 

Map and Fieldwork skills 

• Use an atlas and globe to 
locate the Amazon Rain 
Forest and the Amazon River. 

• Use the world Map to locate 
the different countries of 
South America. 

• Use the 8 compass points to 
describe the continent and 
countries in relation to each 
other. 

• Locate on an OS map the 
source of the River Aire and 
its path to the Sea at Aimyn. 

• Locate the source of the 
Amazon river and it path to 
the Sea through the Amazon 
Delta. 

• Locate the major tributaries 
of the Amazon River. 

 

Year 6  UK/Amazon (World Geography)  Making comparisons 

Knowledge 

• I know that South America is comprised of Brazil, Argentina, Colombia, Peru, Chile, Ecuador, Venezuela, Bolivia, Uruguay, Guyana, Suriname, 
Paraguay and French Guiana. 

• South America has the worlds longest river the Amazon, the longest mountain range the Andes, the worlds highest lake (Titicaca) and the 
driest dessert the Atacama.  

• The Amazon is home is a vast array of different plants and animals. Some plants and animals are unique to this region. 

• I can compare the Amazon with the River Aire, looking at both human life along the rivers and the plants and animals found at these sites. 

• I can identify the features of rainforests, knowing that they are a forest with a tropical climate with high and continuous rainfall, which can 
be found across the globe close to the equator. 

• I can compare a rainforest with deciduous and coniferous forests found in the UK, looking at climate, locality and ecosystems within them. 

• I know that an ecosystem is a community of living organisms living with their given environment. 

• I know that indigenous people live in small communities within the Amazon rainforest, and can compare their way of living to the 
communities in the UK. 

• I know that deforestation is caused by human commercial activity and threatens the rainforest, and can identify the positive and negative 
impacts of deforestation from both a South American point of view, and a global one. 

• I understand different farming techniques, such as slash and burn, sustainable and intensive farming. I can compare different farming 
techniques and look at how farming takes place in the UK (farm visit). 

• I know that a biome is a large, naturally occurring community of flora and fauna occupying a major habitat, e.g. forest or tundra. UK 
comparison. Similarities and differences. 

• I know that conservation is the protection of endangered species and happens in the UK as well as South America.  

• I know that biodiversity is the variety of plant and animal life in the world or in a particular habitat.  
 
 

Features Of UK and Amazon 

 Human Features Physical Features 

UK  
 

• Large cities with small areas of woodland. Ancient and 
commercial. 

• Densely populated.  

• Canal system on the Aire. 
 
 

• Deciduous and coniferous forests 

• Temperate maritime climate 

• The River Aire rises at Malham Tarn. 

• The river Aire flows in the River Ouse and its mouth is at 
Airmyn. 

Amazon 
 
 
 
 

• Small cities such as Manaus along the river. 

• Sparsely populated region.  

• Tribes 
 

• The Amazon River rises in Peru and flows through the 
Northern part of South America and through Brazil. 

• The rainforest covers a large part of Brazil and neighbouring 
countries. 


